
NEWS WRITING
“Journalism is printing what someone else 

does not want printed: everything else is 

public relations.” - George Orwell

Nut Graf Format

Angles:
RELEVANCE
IMPACT
PROXIMITY
TIMELESSNESS

PROMINENCE
NOVELTY
CONFLICT
HUMAN INTEREST

Inverted Pyramid

Most Newsworthy
Information

Significant
 Details

General
Background

Info

Do Don’t 
 l Remain under 

     one sentence

 l Keep ledes within 20 

     to 30 words

 l Answer who, what, 

     when and where * 

l Overload with details

l Begin with a time, 

    date, place or quote

l Use empty 

    expressions, cliches 

    or generalitites

l “Bury the Lede”

*Why and how are excluded because they can appear 

speculative or less objective

   Newswriting ABCs
 Accuracy, Brevity + Clarity

Ledes

  

   Lede

 Transition
 

   Significant Details

 Quote

   General Background Information

 Quote or Call to Action
      

For more information, read chapter 14 of Working With Words (Brooks, Pinson & Wilson, 2013). 
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MEDIA VOCABULARY AND 
MATH FORMULAS

Vocabulary Formulas

For more information, read chapter 1 of Media Flight Plan (Martin & Coons, 2015).
Content collected and designed by Emily Linginfelter (Xavier, ‘17) on March 2, 2017. 

Universe (Population) - The total group of persons in a 
specific geographic area that share a common, mutually 
exclusive characteristic

Impression - One opportunity for an individual to see an ad-
vertisement. There is no guarantee a viewer, reader or listener 
is exposed to the adverisement

Exposure - Occurs when a person consumes an ad. 
Note: When “exposure” is used as a synonym for impression, 
think “exposure to the medium” and not “exposure to the 
advertisement”

Reach - A count of persons with at least one impression. The 
number of impressions received is irrelevant to reach; each 
person is only counted one time 

Rating - The portion of a demographic universe that is 
exposed to a specific media vehicle expresses as a 
percentage of that universe

Share - Indicates the portion of the available television (or 
radio) audience that is viewing a particular television 
program (or radio station)

Gross Rating Points (GRPs) and Target Rating Points 
(TRPs) - GRPs refer impressions of households are 
counted with duplication and TRPs refer to GRPs for a 
specific demographic

Average Frequency - Used to describe the average 
number of times a reached individual was exposed to a cam-
paign (*Remember- exposure to the medium NOT an 
advertisement)

Cost Per Thousand (CPM) - The cost of delivering 1000 
gross impressions

Cost Per Point (CPP) - The cost of one gross rating point

(00) - Indicates numbers are in the hundreds. Usually used 
with radio audiences and universes

(000) - Indicates numbers are in thousands 

Reach
# of people reached
# of people in universe

Rating
impressions (000)
universe (000)
             or
# of people exposed to a vehicle
# of people in universe

Share
rating 
number of people in the universe using a 
medium during a particular time period 

GRPs
gross impressions
universe
               or 
reach x average frequency

Average Frequency
gross impressions
persons reached
               or
      GRPs
      reach

CPM
total cost (in dollars)
total gross impressions

CPP
total cost (in dollars)
total GRPs

x 100

x 100

x 100

x 100

x 1000

x 100



ONLINE COMMUNITIES

“While mass-mediated communication technologies have empowered the institutional, 

participatory media offer powerful new channels through which vernacular can express itself.” 
-Howard

Political communication theorists have defined community as “a system of social relationships based on a 

perceived  common identity” (Zarefsky, 1995). These social identities are created online through a special mixture of 

online characteristics that include a sense of space, shared practice, shared resources and support, shared 

identities and intrapersonal relationships.

For more information, read Electronic Hybridity: The Persistent Processes of the Vernacular Web (Howard, 

2008) and Ch. 4 of Personal Connections in the Digital Age (Baym, 2010).
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n Space
An online community offers a virtual version of Schuler’s (1996) “third place.” 
Neither work nor home, third places are locations of informal social

gatherings and cohesion.In digital context, third places provide sites for 

“neutral ground, equal status, sociable conversation, easy access, known 

regulars, playful interactions, homely aesthetics and a homelike atmosphere” 

(Baym, 2010).

n Practice
Routine behavior, especially in language patterns, enact & 

recreate a cultural ideology. They are also markers of insider status and 

indications of group core values.

n Shared Resources and Support
Networks of mutually beneficial relationships increase social capitalism, 

which is measured through bonding or bridging support. These obtainable 

resources can take the form of social support, emotional support, esteem, 

informational support, tangible aid or feeling that members are needed. 

n Shared Identity
Digital communities are created through shared space, rituals of shared 

practices and exchange of social support. Users accept personalities and 

roles that are consistent and systematic toward a particular group function.

n Interpersonal Relationships
Digital connectivity is displayed through the interactions between community 

members via public discussions, language that denotes sufficient human 
feeling, and shared personal content.  



TECHNICAL AFFORDANCES

“Through communication, people assign symbolic meanings to technologies.” -Nancy Baym

Technological Determinism:
 “Machines Change Us”

Social Shaping:
“Truth Lies Somewhere In Between”

Social Construction of Technology: 
“People Have the Power”

The messages we communicate about technology are reflective (simultaneously 
revealing information about the communicators and technology) and productive 

(creating new technological meanings, new technological uses and new technologies). 

Utopic Versus Dystopic Perspectives

n Utopic: Society is improved and developed by technology

n Dystopic: Society is losing control with technology dependency

For more information, read Ch. 2 of Personal Connections in the Digital Age (Baym, 2010). 
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BRAND STORYTELLING

It’s not how good you are; it’s how well you tell your story. This story is the 
foundation upon which you can differentiate your brand & make emotional 
connections.                        - Bernadette Jiwa

Principles of Storytelling

Your Actions

For more information, read The Fortune Cookie Principle (Jiwa, 2013). 
Content collected and designed by Emily Linginfelter (Xavier, ‘17) on March 13, 2017.

Product
+

Meaning
=

Brand

Understanding your business has less to do with the product or service you sell & more with the 
feelings your brand elicits.

Your job is to matter to customers. 
You need them to believe in your brand’s ability to help express their personalities.

A projection of the impact your business can make on the lives of your customers. 
It shapes business strategy for the present & future.

The common ground on which businesses and customers unite. 
They clarify who you are & what you stand for.

Remember, the customer is not actually buying the commodity. 
She’s buying the benefit it delivers.

Every person in your organization has a role in touching your customer. 
Whom you hire, what they stand for & how they show up tell a story.

  1. TRUTH  

  2. PURPOSE

  3. VISION 

  4. VALUES 

  5. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

  6. YOUR PEOPLE  

  7. VALUE YOU DELIVER 
Businesses need to generously focus on what customers want & how they want it 
delivered.

  8. NAME AND TAGLINE Your brand name is the hook upon which you hang your story. 
Set out to name your vision of what you want to see in the word.

  9. CONTENT AND COPY This is the way you communicate the brand’s personality & voice through words, images, 
audio & video. It must foster the next conversation with a customer. 

  10. DESIGN The visual shorthand that helps people make decisions about your brand: color, typography, packaging, 
architecture, uniforms, store layouts, etc. Design shapes users’ interactions with your products. 

  11. YOUR ACTIONS Eye contact, smiles, patience, empathy, wait times, reservations systems, apologies & the 
intention with which you carry our actions. How you conduct basic services adds to your story.

  12. CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE Everything that happens (online or offline) when people encounter your brand. 
Customer experience can give people a reason to fall in love with the brand.  

  13. PRICE AND QUALITY Strategic pricing communicates brand personality & the value your services or 
products can deliver.

  14. PERCEPTION What your customer believes & shares can build loyalty and advocacy that adds value to your 
brand. 

  15. DISTRIBUTION Your distribution mode must respond to customers’ expectations, needs & desires. It 
should also solve a customer problem.

  16. LOCATION

 17. UBIQUITY OR SCARCITY

  18. COMMUNITY

  19. REPUTATION

  20. REACTION & REACH

Where you choose to interact with & sell to your customers - &, most important, where they want 
to connect with you - must form part of your story strategy.

Decide if you want to appeal to the masses or create products & services for 
people with a particular worldview. 

The brands & ideas we buy into are shorthand for creating meaning in our lives. They are 
outward signs of what matters to us, & they connect us with others who share similar perceptions. 

People are more likely to trust the stories other people tell about you than to trust the well-lit 
Photoshopped images in your brochure. Reputation is how your idea & brand story are spread. 

Consider the people you’ve touched, influenced & affected by measuring customer 
impact. 


